Style Sheet: Canopy Setup

1. YouTube video of a canopy foot pad (https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LVhN22Z XOz4) titled “Foot Pads.”

2. YouTube video titled, “Concrete Anchors. How to Install Concrete Anchors. GOOD ONE!” In this video, Uncle Knackers provides in-depth instructions on how to anchor a 2 X 4 to concrete including useful tips (included in text beneath the video). See: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=X_bQJdj4rbI

3. Watch a review of the Milwaukee M12 Fuel 5/8” Rotary Hammer at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AED96-Gu7xk

Canopy #1: Kennel/Play Canopy
- Refrigerators—facing an umbrella table area—in differential space.

Canopy #2: Kennel/Play Canopy

Canopy #3: Storage
- 5 foot tables (with toaster ovens) in the outdoor area
- Sterilite shelves

Canopy #4: Storage
- Sterilite shelves
- Foot lockers

Canopy #5: Storage
- 2-shelf carts
- Laundry carts
- Drying racks
- Folded or stacked chair tote (for storing card tables and chairs)
- Folding table/benches

Canopy #6: Dining
- Folding table/benches

Canopy #7:
- Folding table/benches

Canopy #8: Sleeping
- Bunks (2)
- Light weight shelves

Canopy #9: Sleeping
- Bunks
- Light weight shelves

Canopy #10: Sleeping
- Infant cribs
- 2 Adults (Coleman cots)
- Changing table
- Light weight shelves

Canopy #11: Storage
- Clothing racks
- Misc. storage

Canopy #12: Storage
- Clothing racks
- Misc. storage

Use folding table and bench sets during setup.
Use 32-gallon trash cans during setup.

Watch Uncle Knackers' how-to video to learn how to bolt 2 X 4s to concrete.
Watch a review of the Milwaukee M12 Fuel 5/8” Rotary Hammer

2 X 4s will be lined up end-to-end in the front and back of eight canopies and bolted to concrete.
Foot pads will be drilled to 2 X 4s with wood screws.